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INTRODUCTION

Hello, REVAS Business Simulations Certified Instructor! We’re giving you materials to help you
order and manage your simulations. Let’s start.

Main Instructor panel
After creating an Instructor account and logging in, you can order new simulations and manage
the games that you have previously ordered.

Firstly, let's check the elements the instructor panel consists of. Take a look at the screenshot
below to see the overview of all sections and buttons.
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Find a player

List of games ordered by the Instructor

Instructor’s
profile

Contact Revas via phone

Ordering new games

Language
selection

Details of your
licenses

Materials for Instructors

Global ranking of the best
virtual companies

Contact Revas via contact form

Share your opinion about
our simulations.
Thanks in advance

Entrance to particular
games to manage them
– advancing to next
rounds, checking the
scores etc.

Simulations ordered by the Instructor

MENU - My Games
Under the My Games button, there are 3 main sections: licence information, a place to share your
opinion, and my games section.

In the Your Licens section, there is a piece of information about the package purchased by the
institution to which the Instructor is assigned.

Term of your license’s
activity

Additional modules, active
within a particular license

Number of used license keys/Number
of available license keys

Time left until the license will
become inactive

On the right side of the Your licence section, there is a panel which allows you to share your
opinion about REVAS Business Simulation Games on Facebook, in Google and through a form
which sends your opinion to Revas. We will be very pleased if you will share your opinions

Then, in the My Games section, there are all the games ordered by the Instructor.

The Instructor can check here:
1.

Start Date
The date on which the Instructor ordered the simulation

2. Game Name
The name the Instructor provided in order to identify the particular simulation.
3. Game Type
Type of the game (the industry) which the Instructor ordered for a given group of
students.
4. Game Language
The language the Instructor chose for a given group of students when ordering the
simulation.
5. Number of Teams
The number of teams playing a given simulation.
6. Current Round
The current round, that is the round of the current gameplay of the given simulation.
7. Round Schedule
The round schedule, thanks to which the Instructor can set the dates on which the system
will automatically advance the given simulation to the next round. The schedule can be
modified without any limits when it comes to the date of advancing the game.
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The completed schedule will also be visible to students in the Student Panel. Students
cannot modify the schedule, they can only check when the rounds will be advanced.
When the schedule is set, the Instructor no longer advances the simulation manually
using the "Advance to the next round" button.

Instructor’s time zone.
Make sure the system has your
time zone right.
Details about dates of
advancing the game to the
next rounds.

Information from
which round to
which round the
game will be
moved on a given
date.

After pressing this button, it is possible to
set the day and time of advancing the
simulation to the next round automatically.

Confirm to save
the schedule.

8. License Keys
Under the key-shaped button you will find the License Keys and the Game ID. This is the
data students must have in order to join the simulation. Every person joining the
simulation (a player/a student) needs a game ID and an individual license key. The license
keys can be downloaded to an Excel spreadsheet. You can also enter an email address to
which an invitation to join the game, along with an individual license key and the game
ID, will be sent.
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The license key is valid for only one game. It means that the user, after entering the key
into the system, receives a simulation for their Panel in return, and the license key loses
its validity.
After closing the key window and reopening it, the names and e-mail addresses of users
who have already joined the game will appear. If the field next to the license key is empty,
it means that the given user has not joined the game yet and the license key has not been
used yet.
The license keys are valid for only one use and students need it only when they log in into
the simulation for the first time. The used key cannot be used again.

Student’s license
key

Extracting the keys to the
Excel spreadsheet

Game ID

9. More actions


Certificates - an additional module which allows students to generate electronic
certificates if they have met the requirements (are in at least round 5 and have spent
at least 5 hours in the game). Downloading certificates is possible if a given institution
has purchased this module. Certificates can be downloaded collectively by the
Instructor and individually by the students themselves.



Archive this game - possibility to archive the games. It means that the game will not
be visible in the My Games panel. It is worth using this option when the game is over
and there is no need to return to it. It is also useful when the instructor has made an
order by mistake and does not want to see a particular game in their panel.

10. Enter
The "enter" button allows the Instructor to enter a given game and manage it – for
example advance to the next round, preview the teams’ results, block the access to the
simulation.
11. Show archived games
The "show archived games" button gives the possibility to display the games which the
Instructor has moved to the archives and would like to see them in their panel again.
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MENU – Order Game
Under the "Order Game" button, Instructors order simulations for their groups. The "Order Game"
button is only available in the Instructor's panel if you the Instructor’s institution has an active
license.

Ordering a simulation is carried out in the following steps:
1.

Press the "Order Game" button.

2. Select an institution (this step is available only if the Instructor is assigned to a few
different institutions all of which have active licenses).
3. Select the simulation you want to select for a given group

Selection of
institution for
which the order
is carried out.
Only for the Instructor
working in different
institutions.
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Simulation (the industry)
selection

4. After selecting the simulation, fill out the order form:



Game Type
The game type is automatically selected here, basing on the choice from the
previous step.



Institution
The Institution for which the Instructor is ordering the simulation (it is
automatically selected here).



Game Name
Enter the name of the game in such a way so as to make it easy to manage the
simulations. The name of the game always starts with the Instructor's initials, the
year of order, and the abbreviation of the game type. For this, add your own
description - for example: class 2A, business management 2021.



Game Language
If the institution for which the order is being made has an active language module,
the Instructor can choose the language of the game.



Number of Teams
To order the game, the Instructor must divide their group into teams. They need to
decide how many teams there will be and how many players they want in each
team. On this basis, the system will prepare an appropriate number of virtual
companies. A minimum of 2 and a maximum of 9 teams can participate in one
game. This is a very important parameter, because on its basis the system will
generate keys for the players.



Number of Players in a Team
The Instructor indicates then the number of players in each team. The minimum
value is 1 and the maximum value is 5. This is the second essential parameter, as
the system will generate the keys for the players on its basis.
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If teams are unequal in size (for instance teams of 3 and 4), the order must include
the largest number of players on the team.
In the end, the system will generate license keys based on two parameters: on the
"Number of Teams" and on the "Number of Players in a Team". For example: The
number of teams is 5 and the number of players in a team is 3. The system will
generate 15 license keys, 3 keys for every team.


Next
The Instructors goes to the summary of the order.



Return
The Instructor can return to the previous options in order to modify the details of
the order (type of the game or institution).

5. After pressing the „Next” button you will be redirected to the summary.



Check if your order is made correctly.
 If yes, finalise the order by pressing the “Order” button.
 If not, press the „Return” button and modify your order.

6. Order’s placement
The order is realised automatically, which means the Instructor, after pressing the
"Finish" button or going to the "My Games" tab in the menu, can see the ordered
simulation on the list of the games.
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7. Assigning the license keys to the students
After placing the order, the instructor assigns the license keys to the players. This can be
done in several ways:
a) Extracting the keys to an Excel spreadsheet

After downloading the license keys to an Excel spreadsheet the Instructor:
o

assigns the student’s name and surname to the keys and then shares the
file with students so that they can get and use their keys.

o

places it on, for example, google docs and asks the students to assign
themselves to a specific team and a specific license key.

b) Sending a particular license key by e-mail to a particular student/player by using
the option to send the key through an e-mail.

c) Displaying the keys on the screen (online classes) or interactive monitor in the
room (stationary classes). The keys are assigned live: the Instructor says “John
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Smith becomes team member 1 player 1. John Smith takes his license key from the
screen and joins the game.
d) Printing the license keys, cutting the sheet into strips with teams or individual
players and distributing them to the players (stationary activities).

MENU - Materials
Under the "Materials" button, there are various auxiliary materials for the Instructor, such as
simulation guides, video-instructions, and materials for classes.

MENU – Players’ list
The Instructor can search for a particular student among all players assigned to their
simulations. The option is the most useful when a player sends a query concerning the
simulation without indicating what game it is about and without the name of the team they are
a member of. In this case, the Instructor can search for simulations to which the player is
assigned and enter that game.
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MENU – Global ranking
The instructor can check the ranking of all virtual companies operating within Business
Simulation Games. After pressing the "Global ranking" button, the Instructor chooses the
industry for which they would like to see the top 3 companies from among all the teams that
participated in this industry.

The Instructor selects the round for which they want to check the global ranking. The ranking
changes constantly, depending on the results of the teams participating in the simulation. Only
the top 3 teams from all the teams participating in the simulation are displayed in the ranking.
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MENU – Contact Form
The Instructor can send the message to Revas directly from the Instructor Panel by using the
contact form. All they have to do is to fill out the form with:
a) The subject
b) The message

Instructor’s Profile
Instructors in their profiles can:
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Edit their names,



Edit their surnames,



Add their photos,



Edit/add their phone numbers,



Change their passwords.

Managing the simulation - Introduction
By using the "Enter" button to enter the game, the Instructor goes to the management panel of
this one game.

After entering a particular game, at the top of the page there will be a confirmation stating in
which game the Instructor is. All decisions made here concern only this one group of
students/players.
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Managing the simulation – MENU – My Games

„Advance to next round” button makes it possible to
move the simulation forward (to the next round)
manually by the Instructor. Advancing the game causes
all teams to automatically move to the next round.

Round schedule makes it
possible to set an automatic
advancement of the game to
the next rounds.

Locking the
game for the
players

“Results only” view allows
players to see only Results
tabs. Player will not see
Decisions tabs and are only
able to analyze results, not
make decisions.

A pdf report with the
results of all teams
in the game.
* Option available in
selected license
.

Preview of student’s panel.
The Instructor becomes a
player, a member of the team.

Team’s name

Current
round/number of all
rounds in the game

Score from the
previous round’s
scorecard

Activity status. Active means that at least
one team member is logged into the
simulation. Inactive - no one is logged in.

A “gear” sign means
the team has not
submit its decisions
yet. The “tick” sign
means that the
decisions have been
submitted.

The composition of the team
and the time individual members
of the team have spent in the
simulation.

Managing the simulation – MENU – Financial penalties
The Instructor can assign financial penalties to teams in the amount of their choice. For example,
the instructor may set a financial penalty of EUR 5,000 for not submitting their decisions by day
X. If the team fails to complete the task within the required period, the instructor assigns a
predetermined financial penalty.

The financial penalty is assigned by the Instructor with the usage of the "+" button. After
pressing it, it is needed to note what the penalty was assigned for (description field) and to
choose the value of the penalty. All left to do is to click the "Add" button.
The penalty will be entered as an additional cost and will be visible in the next round in the
financial documents.
The "See" button allows the Instructor to check the penalties that have been assigned for the
teams.

This is optional. There is no necessity to use the financial penalties.

Managing the simulation – MENU – Financial rewards
The Instructor can assign financial rewards to teams in the amount of their choice. For example,
the instructor may set a financial reward at the level of EUR 5,000 in the form of an additional
subsidy.

The financial reward is assigned by the Instructor with the usage of the "+" button. After
pressing it, it is needed to note what the reward was assigned for (description field) and to
choose the value of the reward. All left to do is to click the "Add" button.
The reward will be entered as an additional revenue and will be visible in the next round in the
financial documents.
The "See" button allows the Instructor to check the rewards that have been assigned for the
teams.

This is optional. There is no necessity to use the financial rewards.
Managing the simulation – MENU – E-mails to teams (sending)
The Instructor has the possibility to email the players directly from the simulation. The message
can be addressed to all teams (for example a reminder about the date of submitting the
decisions) or to individual teams (for example feedback on results). The sent email is also sent
as a CC to the Instructor.
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Managing the simulation – MENU – E-mails to teams (history)
The Instructor can check the history of emails sent to players.
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